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A XOR . TH E C ATALOGUE

FORM FOLLOWS
PERFECTION

Three words that change how we think, create
and produce: Form Follows Function. It is a principle
that equates to a revolution. No form and no
function can be considered in isolation. What
distinguishes A XOR is greater. Not ending the
developmental process until there’s nothing left to
be added or removed. Until the product is more
than the combination of form and function. With this
aspiration in mind, we develop, design and produce
taps, showers and accessories. For bathrooms
and kitchens. With the world’s best designers.
Full of pioneering innovations without compromises.
In perfection.
axor-design.com

THE STRIVE FOR
PERFECTION.

Moving boundaries. Overcoming technological limits.
Perfecting ground-breaking developments. A XOR is the
ultimate. The decisive extra. Of perfect quality and precision.
Leading the way through our manufacturing processes.
Opening new horizons and striking out in new directions.
Combining state of the art technology and craftsmanship. To
turn ground-breaking products into reality. Enabling the ideas
of globally renowned designers to find their perfect form.
A XOR perfection is quantifiable. In parts per million. Hundreds
of thousands of flawless mixers, showers and accessories put
themselves against a single deviation. Imperceptible. Yet still
reliably identified. Each product is a perfect image of the ideal.
In the eyes of the most experienced A XOR experts. And in the
inspection reports of the measuring devices.

Fire. Counterpart of water. The source of each A XOR mixer.
Liquid brass bars flow out of stone pipes. Are cast in forms.
An archaic moment. Like a volcano. 1000 °C of hot metal
wraps itself around a grain of sand. For inner cavities which are
every bit as perfect as the surfaces. For maximum durability and
minimum noise levels in operation. Every flow area individually
designed. Perfect. No compromises. Like the element water
itself.

Once cooled, the machines chisel out elaborately detailed
contours. Cut screw threads and fits. Trim and polish. Controlled
by artificial intelligence. Every step of the process is a masterly
demonstration of perfection. Where technology reaches its
limits, humans take over. With years of experience, instinctive
feeling and power. And years of experience. Every movement
practised a thousand times over. With acute awareness for
every detail of every product.

A XOR surfaces have depth.
In particular, the polishing is a fine
art. It is the many production
paths which produce perfection in
every form. Humans and machines
join forces to prepare the way
for avantgarde. Trendsetters for
water design.

Up to 38 dives. Two hours. Exactly 0.4 µm chrome.
Perfection in electrolytic bath galvanisation. Perfectly
coordinated. With the necessary patience. For
unique quality. Chrome adds glamour and shine to
A XOR products. Durability. Desirability. Perfected
through an exceptional instinct for finishing touches.
Making surfaces gleam. Sensual to the touch.

Luxury at A XOR means fulfilling personal wishes.

Change the structure, the feel, the colour. Add an

Engaging with preferences. And architecture.

amazing shine and new colour to the object. And

Individualisation par excellence. An example:

make it more robust in the process. An exclusive

A XOR FinishPlus special surfaces. Hardened

finish in 15 special colours. Completed by expert

and given shine in the vacuum of PVD chambers.

hands. From polished red gold to brushed black

Physical vapour deposition. Zirconium atoms

chrome. Each single colour results from intense

vaporise. Attach themselves to the chrome surface.

development.

Adding a finish to the surface isn’t enough. A XOR also
changes the shape. On request, and by hand. Customised for
preference or necessity. Each mixer as precise as its standard
counterpart. Whether it’s the distance from the wall to the sink
which necessitates an extension. Or a desire for modified
tap handles. A unique mixer as an expression of a unique
personality. Including initials or a signature. Manufactured by
the most experienced and qualified A XOR experts. By hand.
In perfection.

Philippe Starck

Antonio Citterio

Jean-Marie Massaud

Patricia Urquiola

Nendo

Barber & Osgerby

Phoenix Design

Front

Besides perfection in manufacture and finishes,

Timeless. And always a challenge for the A XOR

A XOR works on principles: Everything starts with

research and development teams. Construction

an idea. Developing these ideas authentically is

processes are as elaborate as the designer’s ideas.

what turns ingenious ideas into ground-breaking

Both come together in the A XOR headquarters.

products. Iconic products for the sink, shower or

Leading development expertise and the inspiration

bath. With radical twists. Invisible to the human eye.

of globally renowned designers.
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A XOR Starck

28

A XOR STARCK
AN ARCHETYPE.
IN PERFECTION.

29

A XOR Starck is the realisation of a perfect more than a stroke of genius. A XOR
idea. An interpretation of historical well

Starck is a milestone in bathroom design.

pumps. An archetype. Familiar in form.

And is seen as a design classic today.

Uncompromising in function. A statement

In perfection.

of reduction. To the esssence. Towering
over bathrooms everywhere for more
than two decades. A XOR Starck was

Design: Philippe Starck

A XO R Starck

WA S H BA S I N

Minimalism, right down to the mixer handles.
A XOR Starck mixers are simple to use. Consistent,
like the design. With single lever mixers.
Classic feather handle. Or modern pin handle.
Containing joystick technology. With ultra-slim
cartridges. A revolution in 1994. Developed in
honour of reductionism. Form Follows Perfection.

30

A XO R Starck

S H OW ERS

Perfecting the original state. Like the
A XOR Starck shower column with
generously sized overhead shower,
integrated thermostatic mixer and baton
hand shower. Simple forms, combined in
an uncompromisingly minimalistic manner.
A circle. A cylinder. A bar. Combined to
create a work of beauty.

33

The archetypical shape with diagonal spout. Linear.
Clear. Original. A XOR Starck for the bath. Water
flows like from a classic water pump. Resolutely
interpreted in a floor-mounted mixer for freestanding
baths. Luxury in minimalistic form. In perfection.

All about A XOR Starck:
axor-design.com

LEADING
T H E WAY.
N OT
FOLLOWING
THE
CROWD.

A XOR Starck Organic

40

A XOR STARCK ORGAN IC
S E N S E A N D S E N S I B I L I T Y.
IN PERFECTION.

Sense and sensibility. In perfection.

In water design. In its minimalistic use of

Modelled on nature. In its sheer

resources. As nature would have intended.

beauty and efficiency. A XOR Starck

In perfection.

Organic combines both in a resolutely
avant-garde design. With a sculptural
appearance. In sensually organic forms.

Design: Philippe Starck

41

A XO R Starck Organic

42

WA S H BA S I N

Sensual and powerful. Facets of nature.

The mixer shower spray is innovative.

A XOR Starck Organic invokes beauty:

Enabling people to experience the

a branch, a drop of water. Tap handles

sensuality of water. As a soft tingling

melt with the body to create an organic

on the skin. Consistently minimalistic

whole. Water volume and temperature

approach to water. Using just 3.5 litres

are separate – an exceptional concept

of water per minute, A XOR Starck

for water regulation.

Organic sets new standards in the
bathroom. Winner of the Green
Product Design Award.

A XO R Starck Organic

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

45

Taking a bow to nature. In organic design. Sculptural. Organic. The extravagant
Exciting down to the last detail. The

floor-standig thermostatic bath mixer.

A XOR Starck Organic shower set. The

With innovative controls. Water flow is

diverter for the baton hand shower has

regulated in the spout. The temperature

a flowing design. Both the handles and

is regulated via a separate handle.

the thermostat are consistently organic in

Energy-saving thanks to pre-set

design: like natural drops of water.

temperature. Sustainable and user-friendly
for excellence.

All about A XOR Starck Organic:
axor-design.com

A XOR Starck V

48

A XOR STARCK V
THE MAGIC OF
T R A N S PA R E N C Y.
IN PERFECTION.

49

Water releases energy. Boldness

spectacle of nature. In all its strength and

channels it into a fascinating form:

glory. Vital and elemental. A revolutionary

A XOR Starck V. With its glass

idea. In perfection.

body. As a lavish eye-catcher. With
a distinctively organic sculptural
form. Revealing a vortex, a veritable

Design: Philippe Starck

A XO R Starck V

WA S H BA S I N

51

Extravagance in manifold facets. In
design. As in the materials used. Crystal.
Polished like a diamond. Classically
elegant. Or a porcelain spout. An
expression of modernity. The spout can
be replaced. Removed from the base with
a simple click. For personal combinations.
Just like the mixer handles. Integrated, or
as separate pin lever. Placed wherever
you wish. Individualisation maximised:
the base in one of 15 exclusive A XOR
FinishPlus special surfaces.

All about A XOR Starck V:
axor-design.com

LUXURY
IS N OT
EXCESS.
IT’S AN
AT TITU DE.

A XOR Citterio

56

AXOR CITTERIO
STRIKING AND BRILLIANT.
IN PERFECTION.

A XOR Citterio brings togehter the best

a masterpiece of 1930s neo-classicism.

in a single collection. Corners, edges

And into a monumental design object on

and abundant surfaces. They set the

the washbasin. In perfection.

perfect stage for the fracturing of light.
Expansive radii. Forged with precision.
These elements make the collection into

Design: Antonio Citterio and Toan Nguyen

57

A XO R Citterio

WA S H BA S I N

58

A monument. On the washbasin. A design with
angular and rounded shapes. With ultraglossy
surfaces and soft, perfectly crafted radii. Particularly
striking: the handles. Angular. Precise. As cross
handles. Or as single lever mixer.
A XOR Citterio makes a striking statement.
Charismatic appeal for the bathroom. This
masterpiece is a true gem in any one of its 15
exclusive A XOR FinishPlus special surfaces. Brushed
or polished. From gold optic to black chrome.

Luxury in the shower. A XOR Citterio shower heads. Special
experience with the shower pipe. Invoking elements of striking
neo-classicist style. With thermostatic mixer, plate overhead
shower and three water stream settings in the hand shower.
RainAir, Rain or WhirlAir. From soft to pleasant to powerful.
A trilogy of water. In perfection.

A XO R Citterio

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

Impact. On the bathtub. The perfect example: the
A XOR Citterio four-hole bath mixer. Maximising
space. And charisma.

61

All about A XOR Citterio:
axor-design.com

A XOR Citterio E

64

AXOR CITTERIO E
A SYMBIOSIS OF OPPOSITES.
IN PERFECTION.
65

A symbiosis of opposites. In perfection.

angular elements. With the new and

Harmony occures in the calm balance

the familiar. With the classic and the

of opposites. And thereby perfect

contemporary. Balanced right down to

beauty. As the Phythagoreans

the last detail. In its design. And its feel.

discovered in ancient times, the essence

To create taps and showers of timeless

lies in finding the right proportions.

elegance. In perfection.

A XOR Citterio E perfects the beauty
of proportions, combining round and

Design: Antonio Citterio

A XO R Citterio E

66

WA S H BA S I N

Tapered. Angular. Round. Three different basic designs create
a harmonious whole. With tapering surfaces and handles.
Quadratic escutcheons. And circles. Invoked in each tap. The
result is timelessly elegant. That’s what the E in A XOR Citterio
E stands for.
A symbiosis of opposites. Designed according to the laws
of harmony. Which say that beauty is born of contrasts. The
modern, tapering spout in combination with classically designed
cross handles. A modern lever and traditional mixer design.
Contrasts in perfect harmony.

A XO R Citterio E

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

68

Ideal interplay. For perfect elegance. In the shower.

A textbook example of luxury: the A XOR Citterio E

A harmoniously balanced ensemble. Consisting

thermostatic mixer for free-standing baths.

of overhead shower and thermostatic module.

User-friendly. Intuitive reverse function. And

A XOR Citterio E stands for elegant showers.

integrated shower holder. Elegance in perfection.

In combination here with the A XOR overhead
shower 460 ⁄ 300 2jet.
Everything about A XOR Citterio E:
axor-design.com

A XOR Citterio M

72

AXOR CITTERIO M
SYMBOL OF URBANISATION .
IN PERFECTION.
73

The city – living environment of the

Like A XOR Citterio M: sophisticated

future. The modern skyscrapers – the

and elegantly superior. On the washbasin.

perfect urban building type. Defined by

At the highest level. In every regard.

International Style, the first avant-garde

In perfection.

architectural movement. Clear and
simple. Free of frills and flourishes.

Design: Antonio Citterio and Toan Nguyen

A XO R Citterio M

WA S H BA S I N

Elegant. Perfectly proportioned. A XOR
Citterio M is the aesthetic answer to
urban life. Quiet and discreet – perfect
for sophisticated bathrooms. A daily
retreat for the hustle and bustle of the
metropolis.

74

A XO R Citterio M

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

Slimline. Clear. Filigree. Design as the perfect
answer to showering for discerning individuals.
Fully in line with contemporary urban design:
A XOR Citterio M shower solutions with modern
technology. With thermostatic mixer and valves.
Innovative hand-held shower. Minimalistic overhead
shower. The revelation of a water spray trilogy.
Luxury reveals itself in the details. Such as the levers
on the four-hole bath mixer. Classic elegance.
Contemporary functionality. Sensual to the touch.
The handles in the shape of a split pebble – gentle,
flat on top, rounded underside. That’s perfection
down to the smallest detail.

77

All about A XOR Citterio M:
axor-design.com

PERFECTION
DEMANDS
C L A R I T Y,
R A D I C A L I T Y,
STRENGTH.

A XOR Massaud

82

AXOR MASSAUD
NATURE AND ITS ELEMENTS .
IN PERFECTION.
83

Water. The principle of all things. Source

inspired by the elements of nature.

of well-being and composure. Even more

Demechanised. To celebrate the moment –

in its natural form. As a sensual waterfall.

with water rather than with fittings.

Like A XOR Massaud. The collection

In perfection.

perfects the connection between people
and nature. Consistent with the principles
of organic architecture. A look radically

Design: Jean-Marie Massaud

A XO R Massaud

WA S H BA S I N

84

Organic designs. Magic and emotion. A blade of grass.
The surge of a natural waterfall. Source of tranquility and
contemplation.
The wide, flat shelf is characteristic. Intensive research is hidden
inside. Precise construction methods in minimum space – diverts
the flow of the water in parallel streams. For a perfect waterfall
at the washbasin. Resource-efficient. With a water flow of
4 litres per minute. A masterpiece for the bathroom. Or an
eye-catcher for the wall.

A XO R Massaud

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

87

Nature in the shower. Softly flowing handles.
Seamless transitions. Geometric surfaces.
Consistently organic, right down to the thermostatic
mixer and the shut off valves in the shower.
Uncompromisingly organic. Free-standing bath. Dip
in like a lake. With the floor-mounted thermostatic
mixer as a waterfall. Magic. Luxurious. A statement
in the bathroom.

All about A XOR Massaud:
axor-design.com

A XOR Urquiola

90

AXOR URQUIOLA
ECLECTICISM.
IN PERFECTION.

91

An expert interplay between references

In finish: through intricately carved out

and symbols. From different epochs. And

details. Sensual yet functional. The

different cultures. Consciously combining

fine art of blending styles. At all levels.

forms. To create something unique.

In perfection.

A XOR Urquiola embodies that eclectic
design principle. In form: unadjusted
asymmetries and abundant surfaces.

Design: Patricia Urquiola

A XO R Urquiola

WA S H BA S I N

92

Non-conformist. Extravagant. Stylish.

Excitement in every variation. The

Down to the smallest detail. Immense radii impression: headstrong. The
on the handles. Combined with a clear

craftsmanship: precision and perfection.

basic structure. Surprising shapes, crafted

Like the wall-mounted single lever basin

with precision. Inside and outside. On

mixer. An unmistakeable representative

every surface. On every rounded edge.

of an inimitable style mix.

Perfection you can feel. Always exciting
to look at.

A XO R Urquiola

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

94

Stringent style mix. Each element

The great art of non-conformity.

represents an entity in its own right. Of

Combined to create a masterly ensemble.

generously sized surfaces and flowing

In the floor-mounted thermostatic bath

shapes. From the shower mixer through to

mixer. Like a sculpture. And the bath itself.

the thermostats. Picking up perfectly on

A free-standing beauty, inspired by times

the design principle in the shower.

past. An archetype. Reinterpreted.

All about A XOR Urquiola:
axor-design.com

A XOR Uno

98

AXOR UNO
PURISM.
IN PERFECTION.

99

Simplicity of forms. The aesthetics of

ascetic form exudes a unique radiance.

construction. The original purists let

At the wash basin. In the shower. At the

things speak for themselves. A XOR Uno

bathtub. Radically functional. Radically

perfects purism. With pipes, the most

purist. In perfection.

elemental means of transporting water.
Simplest design. Perfectly executed.
Subtly raised to the golden ratio. This

Design: Phoenix Design

A XO R Uno

WA S H BA S I N

10 0

The elevation of purism. The floor-standing basin mixer –
sculptured to perfection. Refined with the exclusive Polished
Brass A XOR FinishPlus special surface: elevation one step
further.

A XO R Uno

WA S H BA S I N

103

The innovative Select technology is perfection itself.
It opens and closes the mixer at the touch of a button.
Operation reduced to the bare minimum: on and off.
Separate from the temperature handle. As with the
single-lever basin mixer. With the operating button
on the spout at the front. Purity in its finest form.

A XO R Uno

BAT H T U B

The epitome of floor-standing mixers: A XOR
Uno. Purism in its purest form at the free-standing
bathtub. With separate or integrated operation.

All about A XOR Uno:
axor-design.com
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A XOR Carlton

10 8

A XOR C ARLTON
NOSTALGIA .
IN PERFECTION.

10 9

Opulence and pleasure. Embodied by

vivre. A XOR Carlton is this opulence in

the spirit of the Golden Twenties. Like

perfection. Magnificent shapes. Slightly

the glamorous grand hotels. Created

swaying. Material-intensive. Nostalgic

with a strong art deco influence. Shaped

taps, showers and accessories recalling

by decadence and glamour. At the

a time when luxury was more than mere

head of them all: the legendary Hotel

lifestyle. In perfection.

Carlton in Cannes. Favourite stage of
the gilded youth. The essence of joie de

Design: Phoenix Design

A XO R Carlton

WA S H BA S I N

111

A masterpiece of opulence. A timeless tribute to the golden
twenties. With lavish curves. An interplay of tapering and
weighty shapes. Voluptuous. Yet elegant. Perfectly proportioned.
The mixers with contemporary single-lever handles, just like the
counterpart with classic cross head knobs. Weighty yet gentle.
Characteristic details: elegant porcelain applications with
tradition insignia for cold and hot. Authentic. Nostalgic.
A work of art.

A XO R Carlton

112

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

113

Authentic. The classic showerhead.

technology for easy regulation of water

Curvaceous design. Soft contours.

temperature.

Perfectly crafted – polished and finished
by hand. The shower ensemble harks

Bathroom design based on classic

back to its classic role model. Bathrooms

archetypes. Extending as far as the bath.

in luxury hotels. Nostalgic in design,

With stylish cross handles. Opulent down

state-of-the-art engineering and comfort.

to the last detail.

As reflected in the modern thermostat

All about A XOR Carlton:
axor-design.com

A XOR Montreux
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AXOR MONTREUX
AU T H E N T I C I T Y.
IN PERFECTION.

117

The turn-of-the-century epoch. Symbolising of the first ever industrially manufactured
a new departure, technical progress.

bathroom fixtures. Classic low-spout or

A wealth of culture. Immortalised in the

modern high-spout design. In combination

grand hotels of Europe. And in Montreux,

with outstanding technology and

the legendary spa resort at Lake Geneva. functionality. With no compromises.
The A XOR Montreux collection is

In perfection.

steeped in this same tradition. Mixers,
showers and accessories – in the design

Design: Phoenix Design

A XO R Montreux

118

WA S H BA S I N

The evolution of industrial design: On the washbasin. Authentic
aesthetics. Like the turn of the century. Pipes connected with
screw nuts. A XOR Montreux comprises both: low spouts which
hark back to the design of the first industrially manufactured
mixers. And new iconic designs with high spouts.
One handle, two variants. Contemporary interpretation for
the levers. Classic cross handles. Both versions share one
thing in common: a consistent perfection of designs from the
early twentieth century. A particular eye to detail: porcelain
applications with authentic writing.

A XO R Montreux

S H OW ER A N D BAT H

121

Simplicity in function. Authentic showers.

Traditionally innovative. On the bath.

The A XOR Montreux showerpipe.

The mixer. Unmistakeable. Reflecting

Exterior: Industrial design. Interior: State-

its classic role model to perfection. In

of-the-art functionality. With the latest

industrial design. Traditional statement

thermostat technology. And clearly

for free-standing baths. In perfection.

separate controls for showerhead and
hand shower. Obligated to technological
progress. As during the Belle Époque.

All about A XOR Montreux:
axor-design.com

LE AVING
TH E BE ATEN
PAT H .
ENTERING
UNMARKED
T E R R I TO R Y.

A XOR Showers

126

AXOR SHOWERS
THE ULTIMATE
FOR THE SHOWER.
IN PERFECTION.

12 7

Avant-garde in design. An immaculate

A XOR showers comprise overhead

sense of space. A captivating water

showers, hand showers, side showers,

experience. A XOR products are the

shower systems and thermostats. In

ultimate in shower design. A homage to

a variety of shapes and sizes. High

the precious element water. Every drop

quality. Made of metal. With one or

is perfectly shaped. Precisely. Revitalising,

more spray modes. In chrome or refined

energising, powerful. Or gentle,

in 15 exclusive A XOR FinishPlus special

enveloping and sensual. A perfect design

surfaces.

object for the body. And the soul. And the
room. Making the shower a place to be

Design: Philippe Starck, Phoenix Design,

savoured. Luxury. In perfection.

Nendo, Front, Barber & Osgerby

A XO R Showers

A XOR S H OW ERH E AV EN 120 0 ⁄ 3 0 0 4J E T

Unique. In every dimension. The A XOR
ShowerHeaven 1200 ⁄ 300 4jet. A new archetype
in the shower. With maximum appeal. Scope.
A grand stage for water. A grand stage upon which
water assumes a variety of forms: from revitalising
jets to soothing shower rain. Including the gentle
PowderRain – the latest A XOR innovation in
water design. Precisely distributed drops. Gently
enveloping. A cocoon of pure water. An elegant
ballet. Borne of precise technology. That can be
adapted optimally to the user. In perfection.
The technical counterpart to the element of water.
128

The A XOR Select thermostat module. Clear in
appearance, impressive in performance. Timeless,
elegant. Perfect integration in the room. Intuitively
easy to use thanks to its large Select buttons. For
three to five outlets or spray modes. Precise control
at the push of a button. Purely mechanical. With
integrated thermostat and porter unit. Monumental
in combination with A XOR ShowerHeaven.

A XO R Showers

A XOR S H OW ERCO L L EC T I O N

Every element is luxury squared. Geometric –
minimalistic design. The A XOR ShowerCollection is
a system. One that can be set up and combined with
maximum flexibility. Vertically and horizontally. Or
arranged unconventionally on the wall. With three
spray modes in the large overhead shower. A shower
that serves as a customised spa for individual water
orchestration. Especially impressive when combined
with A XOR ShowerHeaven 970 ⁄ 970.

131

A XO R Showers

132

A XOR OV ERH E A D S H OW ER 350 1J E T A N D A XOR O N E

The epitome of luxury: the A XOR 350 1jet overhead shower.
The majesty of the circular design captures the room. Its edges
finely milled and turned. Superior craftsmanship in pure metal.
The A XOR overhead shower 350 1jet comes with the spray
innovation PowderRain. Enveloping the body in fine drops.
Like a cocoon. A masterpiece of design and water.
Interaction as a design principle. A XOR One fuses form and
function to make a confident statement. A monolithic control
element in the shower. Flat. Soft. Planar. Just the bare necessities.
Large paddles control the shower jets. With innovative Select
technology. For operating the shower jets intuitively.

All about A XOR Showers:
axor-design.com

Luxurious extras. Avantgarde details. Accessories and unique bathroom products by A XOR .
Complement the collections. Perfect the bathroom.
For comprehensive information on all A XOR accessories and A XOR bathroom products,
please see: axor-design.com

13 4

135

A XOR Accessoires

A XO R Individualisation

A XOR FI N I S H PLUS

AXOR FINISHPLUS.
REFINED.
IN PERFECTION.

Brilliant. Robust. Durable. A XOR FinishPlus special surfaces are
exceptional. Ten times as hard as electroplated mixers. With
an outstanding colour brilliance. Extremely resistant. Created
by using the highly complex physical vapour deposition (PVD)
method for coating surfaces. Zirconium molecules evaporate.
In a vacuum. Produced to high quality standards. Ultraprecise.
136

Particularly impressive in the brushed variants.

Polished chrome

Brushed chrome

Polished gold optic

Brushed gold optic

-020

-260

-990

-250

Polished nickel

Brushed nickel

Polished red gold

Brushed red gold

-830

-820

-300

-310

Polished bronze

Brushed bronze

Polished black chrome

Brushed black chrome

-130

-140

-330

-340

Polished brass

Brushed brass

Stainless steel optic

-930

-950

-800

A XOR FinishPlus. Available in 15 exclusive special

a feasibility test is conducted by A XOR experts first. To

surfaces. Also based on individual specifications. On

make a special product into something quite unique.

request, any preferred colour is possible. In practice,

A XO R Individualisation

A XOR S I G N AT U R E

A XOR SIGNATURE.
UNIQUE PRODUCTS.
IN PERFECTION.

The fascination for the exceptional. The desire for more
individuality. A XOR Signature turns bathroom mixers into
something truly unique. A design object into a completly
personal shower. Something special into something unique.
Geared towards the needs and tastes of the customer.
Lengthening, shortening, refining, lettering – these are the
exclusive services provided by A XOR Signature.
The perfection of the unique products takes place at the A XOR
138

workbenches in Germany. With the utmost in care and precise
craftsmanship. So that a unique product emerges. Exceeding
even the customer’s expectations. In any quantity required.
Meeting industrial standards. At the highest technical level.
In perfection.
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AXOR
INSPIR ATION

A XO R Inspiration

AT S I X H OT EL

AT SIX HOTEL , STOCKHOL M
THE RENAISSANCE OF
A GLAMOROUS ERA.

Bespoke retreat for connoisseurs. Prestigious location
in the former trade district of Stockholm. Once
a meeting place for the high society of the 19th
century. Petter Stordalen, rock star of the hotel
142

industry, brings grandeur back to Brunkebergstorg.
Collects prize examples of international art.
Impressive example: the oversized Almería marble
bust at the foot of the staircase in the lobby.
A masterpiece by the Catalan artist Jaume Plensa.
The Masterpiece Suites celebrate a special
monumentalism. A combination of cool and hard
materials, subtle and dark colours. An atmosphere
which exudes charisma. Clear and masculine. Right
down to the bathrooms. Marble, blackened steel,
polished granite set the perfect stage for mixers
and accessories by A XOR . Exquisitely finished in
brushed bronze.
A XOR Citterio mixers predominate at the
washbasin and free-standing bath. Fittingly with
rough edges. They provide an elegant continuum
to the monumentality of the room. Particularly in
combination with A XOR Universal Accessories.
Masterpieces for the wall. Rooms which make
a powerful impact in their entirety.

© At Six
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A XO R Inspiration

FRU T T FA M I LY LO D G E

SPA IN TH E FRUT T FA MILY LODGE
IN THE SWISS ALPS.
GOLDEN MOMENTS.

A resort like a rock. One with the surrounding mountain
panorama. Situated on a high plateau in the Swiss canton
of Obwalden. 1,920 metres above sea level. An oasis for
travellers all year round. But particularly in the winter when
the mountains are covered in a magical white.
The spa forms a pleasing contrast to the winter landscape.
Located spaciously at the base of the building complex.
14 4

Perfectly mysterious. Cut off from the outside world. A spa area
that calls to mind oriental hammams. That plays with light and
shade. With both darkened nooks and light-flooded areas.
Here is where A XOR mixers and shower jets truly make their
mark. Refined through special surfaces. In brushed gold. Fitting
well in a spa context is the well-like A XOR Starck V mixer with
its characteristic vortex. Adding the perfect finishing touches
to the shower areas is the A XOR LampShower. Bathing users
in a sensual light. The overhead showers are accompanied
by A XOR Citterio thermostatic mixers with cross handles. Like
a precious gem on the wall.
A perfect space that already exudes relaxation. Soothing the
soul. Creating an unmistakably warm atmosphere. Enhanced by
an A XOR FinishPlus special surface. A uniform touch of colour
that gives off endless radiance.

© Ulrich Stockhaus, Zürich
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© Crescent Heights
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A XO R Inspiration

T EN T H O US A N D

TEN THOUSAND,
LOS ANGELES
EPIC LIVING.

A prominent address in the heart of Los Angeles:
10000 Santa Monica Boulevard. The gateway
to Beverly Hills. Elegant living in the stately luxury
residence tower. Spaciously spread over 50 floors.
A breath-taking 360 °C panorama. From the Pacific
to the Hollywood Hills to downtown Los Angeles.
Spectacularly presented through ceiling to floor
windows. “Elevated living” – a consistent maxim for
the luxury tower. Prestigious and elegant. From the
lounge through to the private spa and valet parking.
Superb: the master bathrooms. Designed as private
havens of peace. High end, with premium materials.
Such as marble and natural woods. Luxurious, with
free-standing baths. Perfected with A XOR Citterio
taps. Monumental, in neo-classicist style. With
extreme shine. Imbibes the washbasin and bath with
amazing charisma. A room in which contemplation
can be celebrated to perfection.
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© Claudia Uribe, Miami
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A XO R Inspiration

YO O A PA RTM EN TS

YOO APARTMENTS,
PANAMA CIT Y
TH E AVANTGARDE
OF LIVING.

YOO is luxury living for unique locations.
Worldwide. Each apartment is unique. Situated
in an extremely prestigious location. The YOO
Apartments Panama City are unique on the famous
Avenida Balboa. The sixth highest building in Central
America. With spectacular views over the bay, the
Pacific and the legendary Panama Canal.
A showpiece of avantgarde. The interiors of the
256 lofts and penthouse apartments are unique,
colourful, eccentric. As is the lobby, set over
two floors, the 300 m² roof garden pool and
the premium class spa. Modern icons, opulent
chandeliers and stand-alone objects encounter each
other with confidence. Create an unique ambiance.
At the highest level. The audacious interior design for
which interior architect and designer Philippe Starck
has gained global acclaim.
The masterly bathrooms add the perfect finishing
touches to this unique location. Perfectly in line with
the A XOR Starck bathroom collection. Consistently
emphasise the overall avantgarde character of the
luxury skyscraper. As icons of bathroom design.
As archetypes. As minimalist classics in the eclectic
whole.
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A XO R Technologies

OV ERV I E W

A XOR TECHNOLOGIES
INNOVATION .
IN PERFECTION.

Pioneering ideas. Shaping water into invigorating jets.
A sensually enveloping cocoon. Making it exquisitely
comfortable to use and easy to clean. Promotes a responsible
use of water. A XOR technologies are the results of intensive
research and development. Made in Germany. In perfection.

15 0

AirPower technology:

PowderRain technology:

Air-enriched water creates full-bodied

Silicone nozzles with finest openings

drops that fall gently on the skin.

distribute the water in an exceptionally
fine and enveloping form.

QuickClean technology:

XXL performance:

Limescale residue can be removed

Distributes the water via the large spray

quickly and easily thanks to the flexible

disc. The water surrounds the entire body.

silicone nubs.

EcoSmart technology:

Select technology:

Mixers and showers consume up to 60

The Select button in the shower is used to

percent less water than conventional

switch between spray modes or shower

products.

jets, and to turn the mixer on and off.

ComfortZone:

CoolStart technology:

Hot

Defines the individually usable space

Cold water flows automatically when in

between washbasin and mixer. The

the neutral handle position.

greater the ComfortZone, the more
varied the possible uses.

Cool

AXOR ONLINE
INSPIR ATION AND
INFORMATION .
IN PERFECTION.
axor-design.com:
The ultimate on the web

For A XOR, luxury means creating an experience
out of form and function. One that appeals to the
senses and touches people. As can be seen on
the A XOR website, with the A XOR app or for all
experts: with the bathroom planning tool iSpecify.
With impressions of and information about all
products. Possibilities for individualisation and
refinement. Inspiring bathroom ideas. Background
information about the brand. About the design.
About the technology and about bathroom planning.
In perfection.

A XOR app:

iSpecify:

Luxury at hand

Planning bathrooms efficiently
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A XOR Overhead and side showers

ShowerHeaven 1200 ⁄ 300 4jet,
with lighting 2700 K
# 10628, -000

A XOR Overhead and side showers

ShowerHeaven 970 ⁄ 970 3jet,
with lighting
# 10623, -800

LampShower 275 1jet,
with shower arm
# 26031, -000

Overhead shower 240 2jet,
with ceiling connector
# 26022, -000

Overhead shower 460 ⁄ 300 3jet,
with shower arm and square
escutcheons
# 35282, -000

Overhead shower 460 ⁄ 300 2jet,
with shower arm and softcube
escutcheons
# 35275, -000

Overhead shower 460 ⁄ 300 1jet,
with ceiling connector
# 35277, -000

Overhead shower 250 ⁄ 580 3jet
# 35283, -000

Overhead shower 240 ⁄ 240 1jet,
with ceiling connector
# 10929, -000

Overhead shower 350 1jet,
with shower arm
# 26034, -000, -820, -930

Plate overhead shower 240 1jet
# 28494, -000

Overhead shower 180 1jet
# 28489, -000

Ceiling connector 100 mm
# 26432, -000, -820, -930

Ceiling connector 100 mm
# 26432, -000, -820, -930

Flood spout 240 ⁄ 120,
for concealed installation
# 10942, -000

Overhead shower 180 1jet Classic
# 28487, -000, -820

Shower module 120 ⁄ 120 Square,
for concealed installation
# 28491, -000

Shower arm 389 mm Classic
# 27348, -000, -820

Wall plate 170 ⁄ 170 Square
# 27419, -000

A XOR Hand showers and shower sets

One hand shower 2jet
# 45720, -000

Baton hand shower 2jet Organic
# 12680, -000

A XOR Hand showers and shower sets

Baton hand shower 2jet
# 28532, -000

Hand shower 85 1jet
# 26025, -000

Hand shower 120 3jet
# 26050, -000

Hand shower 100 1jet Classic
# 16320, -000, -820

One shower set 0.90 m,
with One hand shower 2jet
# 45722, -000

A XOR Starck Organic shower set 0.90 m,
with baton hand shower 2jet
# 12231, -000

A XOR Starck shower set 0.90 m,
with baton hand shower 2jet
# 27980, -000

Shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 85 1jet
# 26023, -000

A XOR Uno shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 120 3jet
# 27987, -000, -820, -930

A XOR Citterio E shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 120 3jet
# 36735, -000

A XOR Citterio shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 120 3jet
# 27991, -000

A XOR Thermostatic Modules Select ⁄ Thermostatic mixers exposed installation ⁄ One

Thermostatic module Select 460 ⁄ 90,
for 2 functions, for concealed installation
# 18355, -000

Thermostatic module Select 530 ⁄ 90,
for 3 functions, for concealed installation
# 18356, -000

Thermostatic module Select 600 ⁄ 90,
for 4 functions, for concealed installation
# 18357, -000

A XOR Carlton shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 100 1jet Classic
# 27947, -000, -090

A XOR Montreux shower set 0.90 m,
with hand shower 100 1jet Classic
# 27982, -000, -820

A XOR Thermostatic Modules Select ⁄ Thermostatic mixers exposed installation ⁄ One

Thermostatic module Select 670 ⁄ 90,
for 5 functions, for concealed installation
# 18358, -000

Thermostatic mixer 800,
for exposed ⁄ concealed installation
# 45440, -000, -820, -930

Thermostatic bath mixer 800,
for exposed installation
# 45420, -000, -820, -930

Thermostatic bath mixer 1200,
for exposed installation
# 45421, -000, -820, -930

Thermostatic module, for 1 outlet,
for concealed installation
# 45711, -000

Thermostatic module, for 2 outlets,
for concealed installation
# 45712, -000

Thermostatic module, for 3 outlets,
for concealed installation
# 45713, -000

Shut off valve,
for concealed installation
# 45771, -000

One Porter unit
# 45723, -000

A XOR ShowerSelect

Thermostatic mixer highflow
Softcube, for concealed installation
# 36711, -000

A XOR ShowerSelect

Thermostatic mixer highflow
Softcube, for 1 outlet and additional
outlet, for concealed installation
# 36706, -000

Valve Softcube, for 3 outlets,
for concealed installation
# 36773, -000

Thermostatic mixer Softcube,
for 1 outlet, for concealed installation
# 36705, -000

Thermostatic mixer Softcube,
for 2 outlets, for concealed installation
# 36707, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow Round,
for concealed installation
# 36721, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow Round,
for 1 outlet and additional outlet,
for concealed installation
# 36726, -000

Valve Round, for 3 outlets,
for concealed installation
# 36727, -000

Thermostatic mixer Round,
for 1 outlet, for concealed installation
# 36722, -000

Thermostatic mixer Round,
for 2 outlets, for concealed installation
# 36723, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow Square,
for concealed installation
# 36718, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow Square,
for 1 outlet and additional outlet,
for concealed installation
# 36716, -000

Valve Square, for 3 outlets,
for concealed installation
# 36717, -000

Thermostatic mixer Square,
for 1 outlet, for concealed installation
# 36714, -000

Thermostatic mixer Square,
for 2 outlets, for concealed installation
# 36715, -000

A XOR ShowerCollection

A XOR ShowerCollection

AXOR. THE PRODUCT OVERVIEW
FORM FOLLOWS PERFECTION

Porter unit 120 ⁄ 120 Organic,
Porter unit 120 ⁄ 120,
with baton hand shower 2jet Organic with baton hand shower 2jet
# 12232, -000
# 12626, -000

Thermostatic module 360 ⁄ 120
Square, for concealed installation
# 10751, -000

Thermostatic module 120 ⁄ 120,
for concealed installation
# 10755, -000

Trio ⁄ Quattro shut-off ⁄ diverter valve
120 ⁄ 120 Square for concealed
installation
# 10932, -000

Shut-off valve 120 ⁄ 120 Square,
for concealed installation
# 10972, -000

Hand shower module 120 ⁄ 120
Square, with baton hand shower 2jet,
for concealed installation
# 10651, -000

Thermostatic module 360 ⁄ 120
Organic, for concealed installation
# 12717, -000

Extension set for thermostatic module,
for concealed installation
# 10790, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 120 ⁄ 120
Organic, for concealed installation
# 12712, -000

Basic set for Trio shut-off ⁄ diverter
valve 120 ⁄ 120 Organic,
for concealed installation
# 12731, -000

Shut-off valve 120 ⁄ 120 Organic,
for concealed installation
# 12771, -000

Thermostatic module 380 ⁄ 120 Softcube,
for 2 functions, for concealed installation
# 36703, -000

Thermostatic module 380 ⁄ 120 Softcube, Thermostatic module 120 ⁄ 120
for 3 functions, for concealed installation Softcube, for concealed installation
# 36704, -000
# 36702, -000

Extension set for thermostatic module,
for concealed installation
# 10790, -000

Trio ⁄ Quattro shut-off ⁄ diverter valve
120 ⁄ 120 Softcube, for concealed
installation
# 36772, -000

Extension set for thermostatic module,
for concealed installation
# 10790, -000

A XOR ShowerSystems

Showerpipe 800 with thermostatic mixer,
overhead shower 350 1jet, baton hand shower
and shower hose, with volume regulation
# 27984, -000, -820, -930

A XOR ShowerSystems

Showerpipe with thermostatic mixer,
overhead shower 240 2jet, hand shower
1jet and shower hose
# 26020, -000

Showerpipe with single lever mixer,
overhead shower 180 1jet, hand shower
120 3jet and shower hose
# 39620, -000

Showerpipe with thermostat,
overhead shower 180 1jet, hand shower
120 3jet and shower hose
# 39670, -000

Shower column with thermostatic mixer
and plate overhead shower 240 1jet,
baton hand shower 2jet and shower hose
# 10912, -000

Showerpipe with thermostatic mixer
and overhead shower 240 1jet Classic, with
hand shower 100 1jet Classic and shower hose
# 16572, -000, -820

A XOR Wash Basins ⁄ Bathtubs

A XOR Urquiola Wash bowl,
500 mm
# 11301, -000

Shut-off valve 120 ⁄ 120 Softcube,
for concealed installation
# 36771, -000

A XOR Wash Basins ⁄ Bathtubs

A XOR Urquiola Wash basin,
625 mm, wall-mounted
# 11302, -000

A XOR Massaud Wash bowl,
600 mm
# 42305, -000

A XOR Massaud Built-in Wash Basin,
for single-hole mixer
# 42310, -000

A XOR Urquiola Bathtub,
1800 x 800 mm, free-standing
# 11440, -000

A XOR Massaud Bathtub,
1900 x 1500 mm, free-standing
# 18950, -000

A XOR Electronics

A XOR Electronics

A XOR Starck Electronic basin mixer,
with temperature control

A XOR Starck Organic Electronic basin mixer,
with temperature control

Battery operated
# 10101, -000

Battery operated
# 12171, -000

230 V Mains connection
# 10140, -000

230 V Mains connection
# 12173, -000

A XOR Citterio Electronic basin mixer,
wall mounted, for concealed installation
# 39117, -000

A XOR Uno Electronic basin mixer
# 38010, -000, -820, -930

A XOR Uno Electronic basin mixer,
wall mounted, for concealed installation
# 38120, -000, -820, -930

A XOR Uno Electronic basin mixer,
wall mounted, for concealed installation
# 45111, -000, -820, -930

A XOR Accessories

A XOR Accessories
A XO R ⁄ Hansgrohe SE
Auestraße 5–9
77761 Schiltach
Germany
info@axor-design.com

A XOR Universal Rail ⁄ Bath towel holder,
600 mm
# 42832, -000

A XOR Universal Roll holder
# 42836, -000

A XOR Universal Toilet brush holder,
wall-mounted
# 42835, -000

ShowerCollection lighting module
120 ⁄ 120, for concealed installation
# 40871, -000

ShowerCollection loudspeaker module ShowerCollection shelf 120 ⁄ 120,
120 ⁄ 120, for concealed installation
for concealed installation
# 40874, -000
# 40872, -000

A XOR Starck Bath towel rail,
600 mm
# 40806, -000

A XOR Starck Roll holder
# 40836, -000

A XOR Starck Toilet brush holder,
wall-mounted
# 40835, -000

A XOR Massaud Bath towel rail,
600 mm
# 42260, -000

A XOR Massaud Roll holder
# 42236, -000

A XOR Montreux Bath towel rail,
600 mm
# 42060, -000, -820

A XOR Montreux Roll holder
# 42036, -000, -820

A XOR Montreux Toilet brush holder,
wall-mounted
# 42035, -000, -820

The A XOR collections are available as marked in chrome surface (-000), brushed nickel (-820) and polished brass (-930).
More A XOR finishes on axor-design.com

axor-design.com

WASH BASIN

BIDET

A XOR Starck

Single lever basin mixer 90
# 10111, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100,
with lever handle
# 10001, -000

Single lever basin mixer 250,
for wash bowls
# 10129, -000

2-handle basin mixer 80
# 10030, -000

3-hole basin mixer, wall mounted,
for concealed installation
# 10313, -000

A XOR Starck Classic

A XOR Starck X

A XOR Starck V

Single lever basin mixer 70
# 10010, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100
# 10077, -000

Single lever basin mixer 140
# 12112, -000

BATHTUB

SHOWERS
A XOR Starck

Single lever bidet mixer
# 10211, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 10456, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 10411, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 10416, -000

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer
# 10444, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 10611, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 10616, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 10715, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, concealed installation
# 10720, -000

Shut-off valve,
for concealed installation
# 10970, -000

A XOR Starck Organic

2-handle basin mixer 80
# 12010, -000

A XOR Starck Organic

2-handle basin mixer 170,
for wash bowls
# 12012, -000

2-handle basin mixer 240,
for wash bowls
# 12013, -000

2-handle basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 12015, -000

2-handle bidet mixer
# 12210, -000

2-handle thermostatic bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 12016, -000

Thermostatic bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 12410, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 12415, -000

4-hole rim-mounted
thermostatic bath mixer
# 12425, -000

Thermostatic shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 12602, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 12605, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 12711, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, concealed installation
# 12716, -000

Shut-off valve 120 ⁄ 120,
for concealed installation
# 12771, -000

A XOR Citterio

Single lever basin mixer 110
# 39010, -000

A XOR Citterio

Single lever basin mixer 160
# 39031, -000

Single lever basin mixer 190
# 39034, -000

Single lever basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 39112, -000

3-hole basin mixer 170,
with cross handles and plate
# 39134, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 39210, -000

3-hole basin mixer, wall mounted,
lever handles, concealed installation
# 39315, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 39451, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 39400, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 39455, -000

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer,
with lever handles and escutcheons
# 39454, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 39600, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 39655, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
lever handle, concealed installation
# 39711, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, cross handles, concealed inst.
# 39725, -000

Shut-off valve, with cross handle,
for concealed installation
# 39965, -000

A XOR Citterio E

Single lever basin mixer 125
# 36100, -000

A XOR Citterio E

Single lever basin mixer 250
# 36104, -000

Single lever basin mixer 125,
with lever handles
# 36110, -000

Single lever basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 36106, -000

3-hole basin mixer 170,
with plate
# 36116, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 36120, -000

3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 36115, -000

Thermostatic bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 36416, -000

4-hole rim-mounted
thermostatic bath mixer
# 36410, -000

Thermostatic bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 36140, -000

Thermostatic shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 36160, -000

Thermostatic module 380 ⁄ 120,
two outlets, concealed installation
# 36703, -000

Thermostatic module 120 ⁄ 120,
for concealed installation
# 36702, -000

Trio ⁄ Quattro diverter valve 120 ⁄ 120, Shut-off-valve 120 ⁄ 120,
for concealed installation
for concealed installation
# 36772, -000
# 36771, -000

A XOR Citterio M

Single lever basin mixer 100
# 34010, -000

A XOR Citterio M

Single lever basin mixer 250
# 34127, -000

2-hole basin mixer 160
# 34132, -000

Single lever basin mixer,
escutcheons, concealed installation
# 34113, -000

3-hole basin mixer 160,
with star-shaped handles
# 34135, -000

3-hole basin mixer wall-mounted,
lever handles, concealed installation
# 34313, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 34210, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 34420, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 34425, -000

4-hole rim mounted bath mixer,
with lever handles
# 34444, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 34620, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 34625, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 34716, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, concealed installation
# 34725, -000

Shut-off valve, with star-shaped
handle, for concealed installation
# 34980, -000

A XOR Urquiola

Single lever basin mixer 130
# 11020, -000

A XOR Urquiola

Single lever basin mixer 280
# 11035, -000

2-handle basin mixer 120
# 11024, -000

Single lever basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 11026, -000

3-hole basin mixer 50
# 11040, -000

3-hole basin mixer, wall mounted,
for concealed installation
# 11042, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 11220, -000

Thermostatic bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 11422, -000

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer
# 11443, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 11420, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for exposed installation
# 11620, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 11625, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 11731, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, concealed installation
# 11733, -000

Shut-off valve,
for concealed installation
# 11960, -000

A XOR Massaud

Single lever basin mixer 110
# 18010, -000

A XOR Massaud

Single lever basin mixer 220
# 18020, -000

3-hole basin mixer, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 18112, -000

3-hole basin mixer 80
# 18013, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 18210, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
floor standing, with hand shower
# 18450, -000

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 18455, -000

Single lever shower mixer,
for concealed installation
# 18655, -000

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer
# 18440, -000

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 18741, -000

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, concealed installation
# 18750, -000

Shut-off valve,
for concealed installation
# 18770, -000

A XOR Uno

A XOR Uno

Single lever basin mixer 110,
zero handle
# 45001, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer 260,
zero handle
# 45004, -000, -820, -930

Select basin mixer 110
# 45010, -000, -820, -930

Select basin mixer 260
# 45014, -000, -820, -930

Select basin mixer 220
# 45016, -000, -820, -930

Select basin mixer 220, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 45113, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer 100,
loop handle
# 38023, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer 250,
loop handle
# 38034, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer 240,
loop handle
# 38036, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer,
loop handle, wall-mounted,
for concealed installation
# 38122, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer,
floor-standing, zero handle
# 45037, -000, -820, -930

3-hole basin mixer,
zero handle
# 45133, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bidet mixer,
zero handle
# 45200, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bath mixer,
floor-standing, zero handle,
with hand shower
# 45416, -000, -820, -930

Bath spout,
floor-standing, straight
# 45412, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bath mixer,
zero handle, for concealed installation
# 45405, -000, -820, -930

4-hole rim mounted bath mixer,
zero handle
# 45444, -000, -820, -930

Single lever shower mixer,
zero handle, for exposed installation
# 45600, -000, -820, -930

Single lever shower mixer,
zero handle, for concealed installation
# 45605, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bath mixer,
floor-standing, loop handle,
with hand shower
# 38442, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bath mixer,
loop handle, for exposed installation
# 38421, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bath mixer,
loop handle, for concealed installation
# 38426, -000, -820, -930

4-hole rim mounted bath mixer,
loop handle
# 38445, -000, -820, -930

Single lever shower mixer,
loop handle, for exposed installation
# 38621, -000, -820, -930

Single lever shower mixer,
loop handle, for concealed installation
# 38626, -000, -820, -930

Select bidet mixer
# 45210, -000, -820, -930

3-hole basin mixer 200,
loop handle
# 38054, -000, -820, -930

Single lever basin mixer,
floor-standing, loop handle
# 38037, -000, -820, -930

Single lever bidet mixer,
loop handle
# 38211, -000, -820, -930

A XOR Carlton

Single lever basin mixer 70
# 17010, -000, -090

A XOR Carlton

2-handle basin mixer 60
# 17032, -000, -090

3-hole basin mixer 50,
with lever handles
# 17135, -000, -090

3-hole basin mixer 120,
with lever handles and high spout
# 17134, -000, -090

Single lever bath mixer,
for exposed installation
# 17410, -000, -090

Single lever bath mixer,
for concealed installation
# 17415, -000, -090

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer,
with lever handles
# 17445, -000, -090

Thermostatic mixer, shut-off/diverter
valve, cross handle, concealed inst.
# 17725, -000, -090

A XOR Montreux

Single lever basin mixer 100
# 16515, -000, -820

Porter unit Softcube
# 11626, -000

A XOR Montreux

Single lever basin mixer 210
# 16517, -000, -820

2-handle basin mixer 210
# 16502, -000, -820

2-handle basin mixer 220
# 16510, -000, -820

3-hole basin mixer 180,
with lever handles
# 16514, -000, -820

3-hole basin mixer wall mounted,
for concealed installation
# 16532, -000, -820

3-hole basin mixer 30,
with cross handles
# 16536, -000, -820

3-hole basin mixer 30,
with lever handles
# 16535, -000, -820

2-handle bidet mixer
# 16520, -000, -820

2-handle bath mixer,
floor standing, with cross handles
and hand shower
# 16547, -000, -820

2-handle bath mixer,
with lever handles and hand shower,
for exposed installation
# 16551, -000, -820

4-hole rim-mounted bath mixer,
with cross handles
# 16546, -000, -820

2-handle shower mixer,
with cross handles,
for exposed installation
# 16560, -000, -820

Thermostatic mixer highflow 59 l ⁄ min,
for concealed installation
# 16815, -000, -820

Thermostatic mixer
with shut-off/diverter valve,
for concealed installation
# 16820, -000, -820

Shut-off valve,
for concealed installation
# 16871, -000, -820

This is a selection from the A XOR assortment. All products in the collection and all complementary products can be found on axor-design.com

